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Beadwork Inspired by Art: Impressionist Jewelry and
Accessories
The author of AlterKnits Felt shows knitters how to turn a little yarn into fun
projects and gifts—including baby clothes, bags, and household items. “Two
needles and one (or one more) skein of yarn—the possibilities never cease to
amaze me,” writes Leigh Radford in the introduction to her new book. Radford’s
fascination with the creative potential of these raw materials is evident throughout
One More Skein, where she melds the alternative approach to knitting and felting
she introduced in AlterKnits and AlterKnits Felt with the magic she worked with a
single skein of yarn in the bestselling One Skein. One More Skein features 30
diverse projects that can be completed with one or two average-sized skeins of
yarn or multiple bits of leftover yarn. Projects include an earflap hat sized for the
whole family; fingerless mitts; sweaters, britches, and capelets for baby; hemp
jewelry embellished with jump ring “beads”; a felted, pleated sleeve to dress up a
vase; and a multicolored blanket worked from assorted stash yarn. All of them are
quick and relatively easy to make, without sacrificing beauty or ingenuity.

Knit One, Bead Too
Crochet Taxidermy puts a new twist on amigurumi, the popular Japanese method
of creating considerably cute stuffed animals with oversized heads. In this
delightful collection, heads of animals from farm and forest, sea and safari come to
life with irresistible details like the drowsy eye (for the shy deer and sleepy
octopus) and fuzzy yarn (for the skittery skunk’s stripe and lazy lion’s mane). Stepby-step instructions and adorable photos guide you through these 30 easy crochet
patterns. Most require just one skein of yarn, so they’re affordable and quick to
crochet!

Crochet in a Day for Baby
Shares one hundred one projects for accessories, toys, and wearables for babies
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and children, focusing on single yards of fabric and minimal completion times.

Cute and Easy Crocheted Baby Clothes
If you’re like most knitters, you have lonely skeins of yarn in your closet —
casualties of projects discarded mid-row or leftovers from long-completed pieces.
Offering 101 charming designs that use just a single skein of yarn, Judith Durant
shows you how to turn these extra bits of fiber into stylish hats, mittens, scarves,
and tea cozies. Covering a wide range of tastes and styles, this collection will
inspire you to dig out your orphan yarn and get stitching.

Little One-Yard Wonders
These knitted and crocheted fashion accessories and decorative accents for the
home vary in their required levels of skill, but all can be completed quickly and
require only one skein of yarn. The stitch patterns and clear instructions make it
easy for even procrastinators and the less-than-diligent to create a ruffled cravat, a
drawstring bag, a tank top, cozy scarves, arm and leg warmers, lace wristlets,
fingerless gloves, a mohair pillow, and even a sweater for a baby. Several projects
do not require any new yarn at allâ€"instead projects such as the Felted Striped
Tote or the Labyrinth Circle Rug are designed using up a skein's worth of leftovers
from other projects. A guide to terms and techniques, a resource directory, and a
bibliography are also included.

Beyond the Square Crochet Motifs
Give your knitting a touch of sparkle! Judith Durant shows you how to add beads to
any knitting pattern using five easy-to-learn techniques. It’s simple, fun, and can
be done right on your knitting needles. With step-by-step instructions for each
technique, as well as 16 original patterns, you’ll be turning simple bags and
wearables into stunning special-occasion creations in no time. From eye-catching
knit caps to surprisingly intricate socks, you’ll be inspired to explore the endless
possibilities of beaded knitting.

Increase, Decrease
Like Japanese knitting before it, Japanese-style crochet is getting ready to sweep
the globe! Japanese Wonder Crochet is the first major Japanese crochet book to be
translated into English. It introduces crafters outside Japan to the wonderful
crotchet techniques and charts that are so popular within the country. The book
shows a creative approach to classic crochet stitches such as Aran, herringbone,
Bavarian, waffle, crocodile, reversible crochet, and many more. In Japan, crochet
work is often added to knitted garments; while you may choose to incorporate
these techniques into your own knitting projects, Japanese crochet is a great
pleasure in and of itself. In this book, a swatch pattern is provided for each stitch
which helps crocheters practice the mechanics of the stitch before applying them
to larger projects. The personal and home accessory projects included provide
something for every level of time commitment—from potholders and cup cozies to
tote bags and blankets. More than 25 exciting projects are included: A patchwork
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throw A reversible cowl Bags in Bavarian, crocodile, Aran stitches and more Totes
in herringbone and rib stitches A vintage bag and floral brooch in bullion stitch A
tea cozy, mittens, a shawl And so much more! An extensive introduction by
Japanese knitting and crochet expert Gayle Roehm explains the stitch charts as
well as the differences and similarities between Japanese and Western styles of
crochet. A guide to stitch symbols and extensive lessons provide visual guidance.
With Japanese Wonder Crochet and a little practice, crocheters and Japanese-style
knitters can open up many new horizons using the wonderful patterns that so
many Westerners have already fallen in love with.

So Pretty! Crochet
Sock yarn isn’t just for socks anymore! Veteran knitter Judith Durant presents 101
original projects that can be created from just a single skein of sock yarn, including
adorable baby clothes, warm hats, beautiful scarves, and even a dog sweater. A
quick and creative way to use up leftovers, many of these projects knit up in less
than three hours. Adapted from designs contributed by yarn shops and crafters
from throughout North America, knitters of all types will delight in these fun and
stylish creations.

Crochet One-Skein Wonders® for Babies
The secret to knitting great-fitting hats and shaping elegant sleeves lies in using
the right increase or decrease techniques. Approachable and insightful, Judith
Durant provides clear instructions and step-by-step photographs that showcase
swatches for each technique. From working shaped lace to adjusting necklines,
you’ll soon have a go-to strategy for successfully tackling knitting challenges of all
shapes and sizes.

Crazy for Crochet
Amigurumi is the Japanese art of knitting or crocheting small stuffed animals and
anthropomorphic creatures. Typically they are kooky little animals but they can
also be inanimate objects, like vegetables, that are given faces and limbs.

Crochet With Color
Keep your little one looking adorable and feeling comfortable with Cute and Easy
Crocheted Baby Clothes. Using only the softest yarns, crochet expert Nicki Trench
has created this striking collection of jackets, dresses, booties, hats and more that
make the perfect gift for newborns and toddlers. Crochet Know-how covers all the
techniques you will need and is a great resource for more confident crocheters to
brush up on a stitch. In Sweaters and Cardigans you will find clothes to keep little
ones warm and cozy, such as the Breton-style sweater for a boy or the cardigan
with embroidered daisies for a girl. Outdoor Accessories has hats and blankets that
are perfect for outdoor excursions, while Jackets and Booties has slippers, ponchos
and more in a range of soft pastel colors. Finally, there’s Toys, Accessories and
Room Decorations, filled with fun items including an adorable mobile with
crocheted animals and blocks with a bell to stimulate your baby’s mind. With 35
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cute and easy projects in total, there’s more than enough to keep even the
keenest crochet hook busy.

Around the Corner Crochet Borders
22 handsome projects for every level of commitment.

One Skein Crochet
A little luxury goes a long way! Discover the treasures you can knit from single
skeins of the expensive yarns you dream about. More than 100 patterns include
elegant wraps and scarves, cuddly baby blankets, evening bags, and dozens of
other projects destined to become cherished heirlooms. Indulge yourself with a
small sampling of creamy cashmere, lustrous alpaca, seductive silk, exotic soy, or
organic linen. The softest fibers make the greatest treasures, even in small doses.

Yarn, Yarn, Yarn
Step-by-step instructions and symbol charts put these 139 creative new border
designs within reach for beginning and advanced crocheters alike. If you’re ready
to chart your own crocheted course, Edie Eckman offers plenty of helpful design
advice, including how to choose an appropriate border for each project and how to
incorporate an element from the main stitch pattern into a new border design. She
then explains, with the help of close-up photos, how the same pattern can have
dramatically different results depending on the weight of the yarn. With each
pattern diagrammed to approach in both rounds and rows, Every Which Way
Crochet Borders is an inventive and invaluable resource.

Elizabeth Gail and the Silent Piano
“Taps into the expertise of knitting designers across the country to present an allnew compendium of 101 enchanting projects” (Paper Clips Magazine). For every
lonely skein there is a perfect small pattern. In this compilation by Judith Durant,
knitwear designers from across the United States offer their favorite little
projects—each designed to use just one ball of yarn. Hats, scarves, bags, shawls,
mittens, pillows, and other One-Skein Wonders® make fun and portable weekend
projects. All 101 designs are pictured in a full-color project gallery, while clear
instructions make it easy for knitters of every skill level to tie up some loose ends.
“If she loves to knit, but she’s too busy, then 101 Designer One-Skein Wonders is
the book for her. Scarves, hats, necklaces, belts, purses, even wristlets—this
design book edited by Judith Durant has them all. And all designs can be knit with
a single skein of yarn.” —The Star-Ledger “With knitters clamoring for more of the
imaginative patterns Durant introduced in One-Skein Wonders: 101 Yarn Shop
Favorites, the author has tapped into a wide circle of knitwear designers to compile
a totally fresh, fabulous, fun collection of more one-skein projects.” —The Eagle
Press

Japanese Wonder Crochet
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Create and enjoy 25 bright and beautiful projects from Japanese crochet designer
Kazuko Ryokai. Crochet with Color is packed with lovely items to spice up your
home--try the Honeycomb Afghan and Basketweave Pillows, or even the adorable
Miniature Fruit! You can also make fun and fashionable accessories to add to your
wardrobe, like the Romantic Wrap and Cherry Market Tote Bag. Projects are easy
enough for a beginner to try, and so charming and unique that seasoned
crocheters won't be able to resist making them.

Modern Crochet Bible
Learn to stitch stunning contemporary crochet items with this definitive guide to
modern crochet techniques and stitches.

Never Knit Your Man a Sweater Unless You've Got the Ring!
Gormley shares information on how to pair single skeins of yarn with the perfect
crochet project, how-to's on anticipating when a skein of yarn will end, and lessons
on designing original one-skein projects.

Big Book Of Weekend Crochet Projects
A beautiful border adds the perfect finishing touch to your hand-stitched pieces. A
knitted scarf, a crocheted baby blanket, even a store-bought tank top --- they're all
elevated by the texture and color of crocheted edgings. Complete with detailed
instructions for executing the 90-degree corner turns, Edie Eckman's 150 border
designs add pop and whimsy to everything they embellish. "An irresistible book of
cute crocheted bordersexpands the options for adding a little flair to knit,
crocheted, and even sewn projects."---Debbie Stoller author of the Stitch `n Bitch
books

Fabric-by-Fabric One-Yard Wonders
Stretch a single skein of yarn into a complete knitted lace project. Knitters of all
levels will be thrilled by the dizzying array of lace wonders that can be created with
such a small fiber sample. Try your hand at an heirloom-quality lace shawl, light
and airy curtains, cozy baby blankets, a dainty child’s dress, and much more. With
clear instructions for 101 projects contributed by designers and knitters from
around the world, you’ll be inspired to pull out your needles and get knitting.

Knit Scarves!
Knitted cables, with their three-dimensional twists and turns, are a common
element in lots of patterns — but most patterns don’t include directions for
executing them. Cable Left, Cable Right, by expert knitter Judith Durant, eliminates
the mystery with detailed, in-depth instructions for creating 94 different styles of
cable, from perfectly plain to fantastically fancy. Close-up photos and clear
instructions teach you the techniques you need, including design options like
braids, diamonds, and pretzels so you can make your cables truly one-of-a-kind.
This book is the perfect companion to any knitting pattern featuring cables, giving
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you the information and skills to make polished, beautiful, and unique cables for
any project.

Crochet Taxidermy
Presents a collection of thirty designs by such leading contributors as Lily Chin,
Yoko Hatta, and Doris Chan, explaining how to use such inventive yarns as
Kureyon Silk Garden and Taiyo to crochet a swirly hat, a trendy bias miniskirt, and
other handmade items.

One Skein
Crochet is Back! Combining the latest fabulous yarns with traditional techniques,
this book presents a wonderful collection of 40 glorious crochet designs. The
projects are divided into four chapters: Sweaters and Tops; Accessories; Children’s
Fashions; and Home Accessories. Some of the items are remarkably quick and
simple to make, such as the skinny scarf or the baby blanket, while others make
use of crochet techniques such as working motifs, using charts or working in
rounds. From simple sleeveless vests and tops to warm and cozy jackets and
sweaters, as well as bags, scarves and capes, there is something here to suit every
style. All the information for each pattern is clearly given, alongside beautiful
photographs of the finished items. In addition, a section at the front of the book
takes the reader through all the crochet basics, from choosing hooks and yarns to
following patterns and checking tension. Essential techniques are explained with
step-by-step instructions and photographs. Inside Big Book of Weekend Crochet
Projects: 40 super-cute crochet projects, including sweaters and tops, accessories,
children’s fashions, and home accessories. Beautiful color photographs of the
finished items. Essential techniques explained with step-by-step instructions and
photographs. Designs for the latest and best yarns such as metallic, mohair,
ribbon, 4-ply, and worsted. Simple patterns for the beginner, along with more
complex patterns for those with more experience.

101 Designer One-Skein Wonders
A crochet hook and a few colorful balls of yarn are all you need to conjure up the
prettiest accessories and loveliest garments--for adults and children, house and
home, from easy to challenging. Everything you need to get started is right here:
clear, detailed guidance through the basics of crochet, dozens of helpful
photographs, and patterns for every skill level, from scarves and blankets to socks
and slippers, from hats and pillows to lampshades and clutches. Dive in and before
you know it you’ll be crazy for crochet!

Crochet One-Skein Wonders®
Contains instructions for over one hundred sewing projects made with one yard of
fabric, including clothing, aprons, bags and totes, organizers, toys, and other
items, and provides pattern pieces and a review of basic sewing techniques.

Crochet in a Day
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Lace One-Skein Wonders®
• Inspired original designs for baby boys and girls, multiply sized for newborns to
12 months • Includes 10 top-selling designs from Kristi Simpson's incredibly
successful downloadable crochet pattern business, RAKJpatterns.com, as well as 25
new designs exclusive to this collection • Patterns include delightful hats, baby
shoes and socks, headbands, skirts and pants, sweaters and vests, as well as
blankets, bibs, and crocheted toys • Designs for crocheted photography props
appropriate for baby portraits, like the Chevron Hat and Diaper Cover Set, Peapod
Hooded Cocoon, and the Mossy Baby Pod • Patterns include detail shots and howto photographs where appropriate, as well as photos of the finished garment • Also
includes a tutorial section covering stitches used throughout the book, complete
with step-by-step how-to photographs

One-Yard Wonders
In this all-crochet addition to the One-Skein Wonders® series, Edie Eckman and
Judith Durant offer 101 exciting crochet projects — including jewelry, scarves,
bags, hats, dresses, and home decor items — that each use just one skein of yarn.
With projects organized by yarn type and weight, you’ll be crocheting lacy shrugs
for the springtime and heavy-duty beanies for the snowy winter months. Whatever
your experience level, you’re sure to find a delightfully portable project that suits
your individual style.

Sock Yarn One-Skein Wonders®
Stitch up super-stylish handmade goodies with So Pretty! Crochet. Here, editor and
craft expert Amy Palanjian presents twenty-four irresistible projects—from craft
stars around the world. You'll find patterns for delicate necklaces, a soft and cozy
hat and gloves, chic headbands, a darling garland, sweet nesting bowls, and much
more. With detailed instructions, helpful charts, crafty anecdotes, and stunning
color photographs showcasing the oh-so-pretty projects, this vibrant collection
elevates the classic craft of crochet and makes it perfectly stylish for today!

Cable Left, Cable Right
Move beyond granny squares and get ready for crocheted circles, triangles,
hexagons, and stars. Edie Eckman opens up the door to crocheting creativity with
more than 140 motifs of every shape and size. Embellish your clothing, linens,
housewares, and bags with colorful patterns as you put odd yarn leftovers to good
use. Step-by-step instructions and color photographs provide the building blocks to
limitless possibilities.

Crochet Patterns for Babies
Libby was ready to never play the piano again. Nobody seemed to like her any
longer. She was ready to give up, but God wasn't finished with her yet.
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One-Skein Wonders® for Babies
Are you crazy about yarn? Of course you are! Follow interior decorators Susanna
Zacke and Sania Hedengren as they redesign their world with vivid colors and
playful patterns. Their exciting new crafting guide, Yarn, Yarn, Yarn, offers
delightful and creative projects guaranteed to inspire and personalize your home,
wardrobe, accessories, and more. Don’t buy a spool of ribbon when wrapping
presents for the holidays—crochet an ornate cord instead! Protect your laptop with
a crochet cover, and make a matching one for your iPhone. Make a shawl for a
friend made of colorful granny squares, and crochet teddy bears for the kids. All
while the ring on your finger is ornamented with a radiant crocheted flower.
Featuring stunning photographs and step-by-step instructions for projects of all
shapes, sizes, and sorts, Yarn, Yarn, Yarn is perfect for everyone in love with
knitting, crocheting, and decorating with yarn.

Every Which Way Crochet Borders
The best-selling authors of One-Yard Wonders are back with an all-new collection
of 101 sewing projects that each require just one yard of fabric! This time, the
projects are organized by fabric type. From home dec to knits, wool to flannels,
corduroy to cottons, these patterns--contributed by popular sewing bloggers and
designers from across North America--show how to make the most of each fabric’s
unique characteristics. Waterproof coated cottons are perfect for a gym bag, wool
makes a warm cap for the outdoor enthusiast, knit jersey whips up quickly into a
ruffle scarf or sassy dress, corduroy makes a sturdy farmers’ market tote, and
lightweight cotton voile is perfect for a little girl’s smocked sundress. Each project
is shown in a full-color photograph accompanied by detailed step-by-step
instructions, illustrations, and a complete cutting layout.

Amigurumi Knits
Beginners love knitting scarves because they're easy; experienced knitters love
them because the projects are fast. Continuing Storey's popular die-cut Knit!
series, Knit Scarves! features 16 unique scarf patterns that range from the toasty
warm to the way cool to the tres chic. Candi Jensen--a craft and needlework
designer with 25 years of experience--discusses everything from choosing the
proper needles to avoiding such gaffs as mixing acrylic yarn with mohair yarn
(acrylic needs a dryer to keep its shape, while mohair should never see the inside
of a dryer). The friendly, step-by-step instructions and color-coded charts make
Knit Scarves! perfect for knitters of all skill levels.

Sweet & Simple Baby Crochet
Presents step-by-step instructions for crocheting twenty baby garments, including
pullovers, cardigans, hats, booties, and mittens.

Luxury Yarn One-Skein Wonders®
Crochet: Do YOU Want Patterns For 41 ADORABLE Hats, Blankets & Clothes? FREE
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BONUS FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY: If you download this book TODAY, you will
receive a FREE DOWNLOAD of Kitty Moore's best selling book, 100 Ultimate Crafts
for a Rainy Day! You will ALSO get FREE ACCESS to Kitty's Premium Image Gallery,
which contains images of all the crafts featured in ALL of her books! The free
access links are inside the book. From the Best Selling Arts & Crafts writer, Kitty
Moore, comes Crochet Patterns For Babies: 41 Adorable Patterns For Baby Hats,
Blankets, & Clothes!. This book will improve your creativity, craft skills, and expand
your repertoire of design capabilities. If you want the most adorable crochet
patterns for babies If you are looking to make some really cool things with your
crochet skills Or if the idea of receiving a full list of ready-to-go crafts appeals to
you THEN THIS BOOK IS FOR YOU! This book provides you with a step-by-step
guide to create your very own arts and crafts items! The best part is that this book
is Kitty's 2nd edition - which means NEW & UPDATED crafts! Are you ready to
experience crafts at a whole new level? Then check out this book NOW! Some of
the crafts you will receive in this book include: Love Buttons Baby Blanket Car Seat
Blanket Hooded Baby Blanket Baby Sweater With Hood Summer Dress Basic Baby
Beanie Hat Spikes Hat Flower Party Spirals for Hat Bear Ears For Hat Versatile
Headband Ring of Shells Headband Nifty Newborn Leg Warmers Pacifier Clip Infant
Mitts Tunisian Stitch Baby Bib Dress It Up Diaper Cover Baby Booties Happy Face
Rattle Diaper Wipes Wallet Baby Wash Cloth Well, what are you waiting for?
Download YOUR copy TODAY! Tags: crochet, baby crochet patterns, crochet crafts,
baby blankets, baby hats, crochet patterns, baby crafts

Crochet Noro
Looking for a quick crochet fix? Crochet in a Day has 42 sure-to-please patterns
that can all be started and finished in a day or less. From wearables like cowls,
hats, slippers, and even a poncho, to home items like place mats, dish cloths, and
baskets, every item will crochet up fast!

One-Skein Wonders®
This irresistible collection offers 101 original knitting projects for babies and
toddlers — each using just a single skein of yarn! From mittens and hats to tees,
sweaters, hoodies, pants, dresses, socks, and bootees, you’ll find the perfect
wearable for every child and every occasion. You’ll also discover beautiful bibs,
blankets, and sleep sacks, plus adorable stuffed toys, blanket buddies, and more.
These beautiful projects were contributed by designers and crafters around the
world, and each comes with complete step-by-step instructions and a photograph
of the finished piece.

Stitch 'n Bitch Crochet
Irresistible! This collection of 101 projects makes it easy and fun to crochet
adorable clothes, toys, and accessories for the babies and toddlers you love. Each
project uses just one skein of yarn, many take just a few hours to complete, and
plenty are suitable for beginners. Hats and caps, bootees and socks, mitts,
dresses, tops and bottoms — plus blankets, bibs, soft toys, bottle cozies, diaper
bags, and more — there’s something here for every baby! These original patterns
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were contributed by 54 designers around the world, and each one comes with
complete instructions, charts, schematics, and beautiful photographs.

One More Skein
A lively introduction to the art of crochet brings together detailed, step-by-step
instructions, tips on tools and materials, fundamental techniques, and an array of
creative designs and projects that are perfect for beginning needleworkers.
Simultaneous.
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